
Ellamo Foundation Annual Report 2010 

The situation in 2010 is unchanged and the same as in 2009.
Again, the Chamber of Commerce contributions are paid. Annual Chamber of Commerce 
contributions paid by MIP from private funds. Costs are made private by MIP, so Manely Ellamo. 
(so donated)

Furthermore, the name Ellamo is used by MIP for strategic reasons for the near future.

Mr. Enno Koops resigns due to is new job and location for the government.

As of 2010, the board of Ellamo is composed as follows:
Chairman: Mr. M.Vives Batista
Secretary: Mr. H.P. Dil
Treasurer: Mr. M.C. Groeneveld

We met twice. On October 19 and on December 10 and no minutes were taken. Meetings were 
short and efficient. We welcome a new film project with the working title 'Wim Hof The Iceman' 
further, no decisions were made.

Balance January 1, 2009

No capital, no income, and no bank account.

Final Balance December 31, 2009

No Capital, no result, and no bank account.



MIP activities:

L'Avi I la Sagrada Familia
Film research breakthrough (June2 010) in Barcelona regarding the resting place of the grandfather. 
The body remains are in the famous mass grave, Fossar de la Pedrera, situated in a valley beside the 
big cemetery near the Catalan capital Barcelona's industrial ship port.
Manely was given access to the military intelligence archives, where he found a dubious death 
sentence and exact location and date of execution (6 May 1940).

Mass Grave 'Fossar de la Pedrera' in Barcelona

Grandfather Manuel Vives Batista



Impressions of the mass grave valley where we found the grandfather's name crafted on one of the 
columns ordered by year with names of fallen people. Only a fraction of the bodies have been 
identified by paper work. 11.000 plus remain unkown.



    Death sentence of a civilian through a military court to be carried out in front of a fire squat on
    May 6th 1940. Source: Spanish military intelligence archives in Barcelona.

 



New project:
Wim Hof the Ice Man Film

Link to first trailer:

https://youtu.be/TJLKNesrsGs

In July 2010, Wim Hof and Manely met, and a new project is born. Wim Hof requests we start a 
film project to empower is findings and tell his story through a film for the big screen.
Manely conducts several research film shoots and creates a trailer for Hof. In October, after revising 
several times, they sign a contract, and all rights are given to the filmmaker. We know this is a long 
project due to science. At least ten years, if not more, will be needed due to waiting for the 
development of science papers/research and Wim Hof's Branding. 

Frame of the first trailer made before signing contracts and quitclaim.

https://youtu.be/TJLKNesrsGs

